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SUMMARY

This article explores issues associated with the disclosure of third-party funding (“TPF”). In particular,
the authors move beyond the question of whether, in principle, there are circumstances in which TPF
should be disclosed, a subject that has been addressed extensively in existing literature, and ask
instead what types of disclosure are appropriate in different recurring scenarios. To this end, the
authors identify specific legal issues that have been associated with requests for disclosure, and
suggest the need for careful analysis of the “fit” between stated needs for disclosure and the level of
disclosure that should be required. Above all, the authors argue for an incremental approach to
disclosure, which seeks the most narrowly tailored disclosure possible at each stage of the
arbitration, as opposed to an approach which would allow for wholesale disclosure at the outset of
the arbitral proceeding. The authors then review and comment on recent investment arbitration
decisions related to requests for the disclosure of TPF.

RÉSUMÉ

Le présent article examine certaines questions relatives à la divulgation de financements par les tiers
(« TPF »). En particulier, les auteurs passent outre la question de savoir si, par principe, il existe des
circonstances dans lesquelles la divulgation de TPF est nécessaire, question abondamment traitée
par la doctrine existante, pour s’interroger plutôt sur les différents degrés de divulgation requis dans
certains scénarios fréquemment rencontrés. À cette fin, les auteurs identifient les questions
juridiques spécifiques posées par des demandes de divulgation et soulignent la nécessité de
procéder à une analyse attentive de l’adéquation entre la portée de la divulgation demandée et les
besoins auxquels elle répond. Fondamentalement, les auteurs défendent une approche progressive
de la divulgation, tendant vers la divulgation la plus restreinte possible à chaque étape de la
procédure arbitrale, par opposition à une approche qui permettrait une divulgation complète dès le
commencement de celle-ci. Les auteurs examinent et commentent ensuite la pratique récente des
tribunaux d’investissement en ce qui concerne les requêtes en divulgation de TPF.

I. – IntroductionI. – Introduction

Much ink has been spilled on the question of whether parties to arbitral proceedings do, or should

have an obligation to disclose third-party funding (“TPF”). 22 Yet, few arbitral decisions or sources of
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regulation have addressed this issue. As discussed further below, with the recent adoption or

proposal of international investment instruments and arbitral rules addressing the disclosure of TPF,

and an emerging body of jurisprudence related to this issue, there is reason to believe that the

disclosure of TPF will become an increasingly common phenomenon in arbitral proceedings. Thus,

beyond considering the general question of whether TPF should be disclosed, a subject that has been

well addressed in existing literature, 33 it is worthwhile to analyze how and when any such disclosure

should take place.

At the present time, the disclosure of TPF will need to be approached on an ad hoc basis in most

cases. With the exception of the draft SIAC Investment Arbitration Rules, which were circulated for

comment in February 2016, 44 no arbitral institution has adopted rules addressing the disclosure of

TPF by parties in receipt of TPF. 55 As discussed below, the only quasi-authority providing for disclosure

at this time is found in the IBA’s 2014 Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest in International Arbitration,

which require parties to disclose “any relationship, direct or indirect, between the arbitrator and any
person or entity with a direct economic interest in, or a duty to indemnify a party for, the award to be
rendered in the arbitration.” 66 The IBA Guidelines, unless adopted as mandatory rules by the parties,

are of course only a source of soft law.

At the same time, requirements for the disclosure of TPF have been proposed or adopted in certain

recent instruments of international investment law. 77 Likewise, a series of recent investment treaty

tribunals have ordered disclosure related to TPF, ranging from disclosure of the source of funding to

one order reaching aspects of the funding terms. 88

Part I IPart I I  of this article outlines methodological considerations that are relevant to implementing the

disclosure of TPF. In particular, Part I I .APart I I .A  begins by proposing a general methodological model for

the disclosure of TPF, which is incremental in nature. Part I I .BPart I I .B then considers the power of arbitral

tribunals to order disclosure related to TPF. Part I I .C-DPart I I .C-D applies the model of disclosure proposed in

this article, asking at what stage particular types of information related to TPF, including the source

of TPF and the terms of funding, may become relevant.

II. – An Incremental Model of DisclosureII. – An Incremental Model of Disclosure

A. General Methodological ConsiderationsA. General Methodological Considerations

The question of whether TPF should be disclosed is one that implicates several fundamental

concerns.

On the one hand, every aggrieved party, which has secured the necessary agreement of its

counterparty to submit disputes to an arbitral forum, has the right to be heard. If a party requires or

wishes to seek financing in bringing arbitration, the party should not be penalized for having done so.

Likewise, parties generally have a legitimate interest in maintaining the privacy of their business

arrangements, including in relation to financing. In many cases, parties will be duty bound under the

terms of financing agreements not to disclose the existence, source or terms of such financing.

Moreover, funding agreements contain confidential and commercially sensitive information about

the way litigation funders negotiate their funding agreements and conduct their business. Thus,

unless the details of funding arrangements can be shown to be legally relevant, the funder’s and

funded party’s right to organize their business affairs in a confidential manner should not be

disturbed.

On the other hand, where parties agree to arbitrate, their agreement should be construed in light of

the principle of good faith. Thus, it is legitimate to require the parties to produce such information as

is necessary to ensure that the dispute will be decided by an independent and impartial arbitral

tribunal. This may necessitate providing information to the arbitral tribunal in order to enable the

arbitral tribunal to evaluate whether its members are independent of the parties. 99
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Likewise, no party should be permitted to pursue arbitration in a manner that exposes its

counterparty to risks that could not have been reasonably anticipated as flowing from the agreement

to arbitrate. Thus, where the parties have agreed to arbitrate in a setting in which it is understood

that the losing party may be required to indemnify the prevailing party for costs, it may be legitimate

in certain cases, depending upon the relevant circumstances, to require the posting of some form of

security for costs.

Finally, parties to an arbitration may have a legitimate interest in identifying the real party to the

dispute, particularly where there is reason to suspect that the named party is not the real party in

interest. The fact that the named party is a nominal or formal party may have, among other things, a

bearing upon the legal analysis of jurisdiction and admissibility in any arbitration, 1010 as well as on

questions of damages and the recoverability of costs. Thus, it may be legitimate for parties opposing

funded claims to raise questions regarding the potential impact of any funding upon the right of the

funded party to introduce or to pursue any claim asserted.

Each of the interests identified above, (i) the interest in safeguarding the integrity of the arbitral

tribunal against undisclosed conflicts, (ii) the requirement that parties refrain from exposing

counterparties to unreasonable and unforeseen default risk related to costs awards, and (iii) the

potential need to ascertain the identity of the real parties in interest to any proceeding, may

potentially trigger a need for disclosure related to TPF. 1111 Each interest, however, will usually counsel

for a different type of disclosure.

Whereas the disclosure of the mere existence of funding and identity of the funder will usually suffice

in the first case, information regarding substantive terms of the funding relationship may be

necessary to satisfy the second and third interests. For example, to ascertain default risk, it may be

necessary to know whether the third-party funder has agreed to indemnify the funded party against

adverse costs awards, and, on what conditions, if any, the funder has been authorized to terminate

funding. The third interest, by contrast, may require disclosure related to the economic or legal

nature of the relationship between the funder and funded party (going, for example, to the relative

economic interests of these parties with regard to the claim or more generally) and/or regarding the

level of control accorded to the funder in relation to the funded claim. 1212

An incremental approach to the disclosure of TPF would seek to identify the specific interest that is

implicated at the relevant stage of the proceeding, and then ask what disclosure, if any, is necessary

to satisfy the interest that has been identified.

What would be avoided, under an incremental approach to disclosure, is the issuance of orders based

upon a priori principles, generalities or preconceptions, that are detached from the procedural

posture and particular characteristics of the specific case. Among other things, arbitral tribunals,

proceeding incrementally, would not require, at the outset of the proceeding, that all funding

documentation be disclosed on the basis that such disclosure might produce information of legal

relevance to a potential issue in the arbitration. Instead, the arbitral tribunal would require the party

seeking disclosure to make a showing that the information sought is relevant and material, based

upon an established need for the information that has been sought, which goes beyond an interest in

obtaining information that could support a future objection, argument or procedural maneuver.

B. The Powers of Arbitral Tribunals to Order Disclosure RelatedB. The Powers of Arbitral Tribunals to Order Disclosure Related
to TPFto TPF

Before discussing the mechanics of disclosure, it is important to recall the basic legal principles that

may empower arbitral tribunals to order the disclosure of information related to TPF. 1313

Requests for disclosure of TPF-related information may be presented by parties during a dedicated

“document production phase”. Here, the disclosure would typically take place pursuant to the

general procedural order authorizing the exchange of requests for the disclosure of information, 1414

which usually take place following the first exchange of detailed submissions by the parties.

Requests for disclosure related to TPF may also arise at a different stage of the proceeding, for
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example, following the discovery by the opposing party of the existence of TPF in relation to the

proceeding. 1515 Such “out of sequence” requests should not usually raise questions as to the power of

the arbitral tribunal to address any request for disclosure.

Many sets of arbitration rules explicitly empower arbitral tribunals to order, including on an ex officio
basis, the production of documents at any moment during the arbitration. 1616 For instance:

– Article 25(5) of the ICC Rules provides: “At any time during the proceedings, the arbitral tribunal
may summon any party to provide additional evidence.”

– Article 24(3) of the 1976 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules contains a similar provision: “At any time during
the arbitral proceedings the arbitral tribunal may require the parties to produce documents, exhibits
or other evidence within such a period of time as the tribunal shall determine.”

– ICSID Arbitration Rule 34(2)(a) provides that “[t]he Tribunal may, if it deems it necessary at any stage
of the proceeding: (a) call upon the parties to produce documents, witnesses and experts […].”

– Article 22(1)(v) of the LCIA Rules empowers a tribunal, upon a party’s application or ex officio, “to
order any party to produce to the Arbitral Tribunal and to other parties documents or copies of
documents in their possession, custody or power which the Arbitral Tribunal decides to be relevant.”

In addition to the express provisions contained in the arbitration rules, it is generally accepted that

international courts and tribunals have the inherent power to take measures that are necessary to

protect the integrity of the proceedings, the parties’ rights, and to prevent the international justice

system from being undermined or abused. 1717

As several ICSID tribunals have confirmed, investment treaty tribunals are also empowered to

exercise inherent powers in order to protect the propriety of the arbitration and to prevent abuses.

For example, in Hassan Awdi v. Romania, the tribunal stated that “like any other international
tribunals it is endowed with the inherent power and corresponding duty to preserve the integrity of
the arbitral process.” 1818

The foundation of this power may also be found in the combined effect of Article 44 of the ICSID

Convention, which empowers ICSID tribunals to decide any question of procedure that may arise and

which is not expressly covered by the ICSID Convention, the Arbitration Rules or the rules agreed by

the parties, and of Rule 19 of the Arbitration Rules, which empowers ICSID tribunals to make orders

required for the conduct of the proceeding. At the same time, ICSID tribunals are not allowed to take

measures that would be inconsistent with express provisions of the ICSID Convention, the Arbitration

Rules or the procedural rules agreed upon by the parties. 1919 Arbitral tribunals constituted under the

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules are endowed with similar powers. 2020

C. Disclosure of the Existence of TPF and Identity of the FunderC. Disclosure of the Existence of TPF and Identity of the Funder

1. Defining TPF1. Defining TPF

Where mandatory disclosure of TPF is under consideration, it is necessary to begin by defining TPF.

Defining TPF is easier said than done. Despite the importance of achieving a commonly understood

definition of TPF for purposes of determining the scope of any disclosure obligation, the task has not

yet been undertaken in any national arbitration law or set of arbitration rules that are currently in

force. 2121 Nor is it common drafting practice for parties to define TPF in their agreements to arbitrate.

That said, certain models do exist. As noted above, the provisions on investment protection contained

in certain recent free trade agreements and investment treaties have tackled the problem of defining

TPF. For example, the revised draft of the EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade

Agreement (“CETA”) released by the EU and Canada on February 29, 2016, 2222 contains, among the

original features of Chapter VIII dedicated to investment protection, Article 8.26, which requires the

funded party to promptly disclose the identity of the funder:

“1. Where there is third party funding, the disputing party benefiting from it shall disclose to the other
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disputing party and to the Tribunal the name and address of the third party funder.

2. The disclosure shall be made at the time of the submission of a claim, or, if the financing
agreement is concluded or the donation or grant is made after the submission of a claim, without
delay as soon as the agreement is concluded or the donation or grant is made.”

The CETA defines “ third party funding”, as “any funding provided by a natural or legal person who is
not a party to the dispute but who enters into an agreement with a disputing party in order to finance
part or all of the cost of the proceedings either through a donation or grant, or in return for
remuneration dependent on the outcome of the dispute.”

This definition is noteworthy. If the term “remuneration” is understood to encompass not only a

direct, pecuniary interest in the award, but also any kind of indirect benefit that a funder may obtain

from the award, the definition does not restrict TPF to investments predicated upon an expected

return, but also reaches costs indemnity agreements (in which remuneration to the insurer depends

upon the outcome of the dispute). 2323 Moreover, the independent reference to “a donation or grant”

would reach funding agreements that are non-remunerative in nature, such as funding motivated by

an interest in a particular public policy or in creating a favorable “precedent” for use in a related

dispute. By contrast, the definition would not appear to cover a liability insurance policy (before or

after-the-fact), under which the duty of the insured to make payment of premiums would not be

contingent in nature.

The negotiating text for the Trade and Investment Partnership between the EU and the US published

by the European Union on September 16, 2015 2424 contains virtually identical provisions. 2525

The draft EU-Vietnam Free Trade Agreement, published by the European Union on February 1,

2016, 2626 requires disclosure not only of the name and address of the third party funder, but also of “the
nature of the funding arrangement,” and expressly provides that the existence of the TPF, and its

prompt and complete disclosure, are factors to be taken into account in deciding on security for

costs and on the apportionment of the “cost of proceedings,” respectively. 2727

The investment treaty and free trade agreements describe above have taken an approach to defining

TPF that recognizes the multiplicity of forms in which funding can be provided. It is true that the

most familiar model of funding involves the investment by a third party, in support of a claim, in

exchange for an interest in any award issued in favor of the funded party. However, economically

interested third parties can assume very different positions in relation to an arbitration. On the

respondent side, funders can insure against awards of liability or fund the costs of arbitration in

exchange for a return on investment linked to an outcome more favorable than a defined threshold

of “success” (e.g. damages of less than x). Likewise, respondent-side funding can be provided in

exchange for an interest in a contested asset, the title to which has been successfully defended, such

as a patent. Both claimants and respondents may seek insurance against adverse costs awards.

Another expression of this multiplicity is seen in General Standard 7a of the IBA Guidelines on

Conflicts of Interest in International Arbitration (2014), which provides:

“A party shall inform an arbitrator, the Arbitral Tribunal, the other parties and the arbitration
institution of any relationship, direct or indirect, between the arbitrator and any person or entity with
a direct economic interest in, or a duty to indemnify a party for, the award to be rendered in the
arbitration. The party shall do so on its own initiative at the earliest opportunity.” 2828

The IBA Guidelines recognize that what is relevant for purposes of defining the obligation to disclose

in relation to interested third-parties, at least for purposes of avoiding conflicts of interest, is

understanding whose economic interests are at stake in connection with the outcome of any given

dispute. When it comes to disclosure that is designed to avoid conflicts of interest, which is typically

the first interest in disclosure that arises in an arbitration, the IBA’s approach is sensible.

Of course, some amount of discretion will have to be exercised in determining whether an interest is

“direct”, as opposed to indirect. For example, while it will be obvious that a funder which has invested

in a claim in exchange for a pecuniary interest in the award will have a “direct” interest in the claim, it
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may be more difficult to determine whether a shareholder or private equity investor in the claimant

company has a “direct” interest, or whether the funding of an unrelated party to establish a favorable

“precedent” for the funding party, constitutes an “indirect” interest. And even indirect interests may

be sufficiently consequential to warrant disclosure. For example, a shareholder that is providing

general financing to a subsidiary, the sole or primary asset of which is an arbitration claim, would

qualify as holding a significant indirect interest in the claim. For conflicts purposes, however, such a

shareholder would be difficult to distinguish from a litigation funder that has invested directly in the

claim of the subsidiary by paying the subsidiary’s litigation costs. Determining who has a duty “to
indemnify” should be more straightforward in most cases.

It is also possible to ask whether parties who have a direct, non-economic interest in the outcome of

the dispute, but who have not assumed a duty to indemnify in relation to any award, should be

disclosed. Under the IBA approach, which links TPF to a party that has “an economic interest in”, or “a
duty to indemnify […] for, the award”, such parties would not necessarily be covered. However, where

a party is backed by a third-party, which pays all costs associated with the prosecution of the claim or

defense, for philanthropic reasons, public policy-oriented reasons, or for other reasons of its own, but

which does not itself assume a duty to indemnify the funded party for any award (such as an award of

costs), the same concerns that motivate disclosure for economically interested funders could be

implicated. 2929

The definitions of TPF found in the investment treaties and free trade agreements described above,

which apply to any party “who enters into an agreement with a disputing party in order to finance
part or all of the cost of the proceedings […] through a donation or grant […]”, would capture this type

of funding that is not in exchange for remuneration, and which does not include a duty to indemnify

related to costs. 3030

Where no definition of TPF has been established, different parties may entertain different

understandings of the meaning of TPF, and thus as to their respective disclosure obligations.

Ensuring that the rules of the game are clear for all participants is necessary to ensure predictability

and fairness in matters of disclosure. It is also of paramount importance to develop rules of disclosure

that are economically rational and tailored to the interests underlying disclosure.

2. Determining When the Source of TPF Should Be Disclosed2. Determining When the Source of TPF Should Be Disclosed

Once TPF has been defined, the next logical question will be whether the funded party should be

required to disclose the source of its TPF.

While this subject has given rise to debate, the authors believe that the adoption of formal rules of

disclosure of the source of funding at the outset of the arbitration would generally be desirable. The

reason for this is the need to avoid the undesirable consequences that can follow from belated or

non-disclosure of relationships between the funder and the arbitral tribunal. To be clear, the parties’

duty to provide information regarding the identity of the funder should not be understood to be

based upon a general duty to disclose conflicts. This duty attaches only to the arbitral tribunal.

Instead, the duty of the parties is one of good faith and loyalty, which consists in providing to the

arbitral tribunal that information which its members require to fulfill their own disclosure

obligations. 3131

It is true that disclosure will in many cases result in additional procedural incidents which might

otherwise be avoided, risking increased delay and costs. Only a few years ago, it was therefore

sensible to question whether such costs can be justified in view of what was then the relatively novel

and rare involvement of TPF in arbitration proceedings. 3232

The situation today, however, is arguably different. The costs-benefits analysis appears to have shifted.

Given the rise of TPF as an established and recurring phenomenon in arbitration, a trend which

shows no sign of abating, it is not clear that the costs of potential procedural incidents derived from

the revelation of TPF outweighs the costs associated with eventualities in which requisite disclosure

does not occur or occurs belatedly. Such scenarios may include the annulment of arbitral awards, or,

the need for late-stage removal of members of the arbitral tribunal. Given the costs and inefficiencies
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that may result from the annulment of the award or the late replacement of an arbitrator, and the

increased probability of such costs being incurred (insofar as the risk of such costs being incurred

correlates with the increased use of TPF in arbitration proceedings), the time has arguably come to

require the disclosure of the existence of funding by funded parties at the outset of arbitration

proceedings. This disclosure may be provided for pursuant to arbitration rules, practice notes or

guidelines introduced by arbitral institutions, by parties in agreements to arbitrate, or by State parties

to instruments of international investment law.

As noted above, a series of recent investment treaty arbitral tribunals have ordered disclosure related

to the source of TPF, citing concerns as to transparency and the integrity of the arbitration. 3333 These

orders track the requirements found in the IBA Guidelines and in emerging investment treaties and

free trade agreements. 3434

3. How the Source of TPF Should Be Disclosed3. How the Source of TPF Should Be Disclosed

The easiest way to ensure that any requisite disclosure occurs, is to require the party in receipt of

funding to disclose the source of its funding. While alternative approaches may be considered, it is

fair to question whether such approaches are sufficiently protective of the vital interests at stake.

For example, an ad hoc commission of the Club des Juristes, a group composed of influential

members of the French arbitration community, hypothesized a creative mechanism whereby the

funded party would ask the funder to identify to the funded party any ties between the funder and

any member of the arbitral tribunal. The logic of this approach is clear given that only the funder will

usually know what links, if any, exist between itself and the members of the arbitral tribunal. Only

where such a link exists, would the funded party have a duty to evaluate the link, and to then

potentially disclose the source of funding. 3535 The group proposed the insertion of provisions in arbitral

rules requiring that funding agreements used in connection with proceedings under the rules

impose obligations on the funder related to the loyal performance of this screening function. 3636

This solution represents a laudable effort to strike a compromise between the interests of

transparency and confidentiality. However, it is not clear that the proposed solution is sufficiently

protective of the interests of the non-funded party, the arbitral tribunal and any arbitral institution.

Unlike the funder, the funded party has a legal duty to comply with an order of disclosure. Moreover,

while most funders would no doubt perform the screening function loyally, taking into account the

problematic potential consequences of non-disclosure, it cannot be assumed that all will do so. Even

where funders do endeavor loyally to perform screening, it is not self-evident that funders, which are

not necessarily subject to the same mandatory legal or ethical obligations as lawyers and the parties,

will be in a position to carry out such delicate work with the same degree of care that the parties and

their counsel must exercise.

When part of the disclosure process is delegated to a non-party, a heightened risk comes into being.

While the counterparty to the agreement to arbitrate might be seen as having accepted the risk that

funding could be provided in relation to future disputes, it would be doubted in most cases that the

counterparty consented ex ante to the delegation of duties associated with the execution of the

agreement to arbitrate (including the duty to enable the constitution of an effective and valid arbitral

tribunal), to an unknown third party.

Alternatively, the members of the arbitral tribunal could be asked, upon confirmation that funding

exists, to disclose the identity of any person or entity with whom the arbitrators have a relationship,

which would be covered by the relevant definition. Only in case of a match, would the funded party

have to come forward with disclosure of the source of its funding.

This approach would have serious shortcomings, however. As noted by the commission of the Club
des Juristes, it could force the arbitrators to violate their confidentiality obligations vis-à-vis their

clients or parties in other arbitrations, and could unduly expand the scope of the arbitrators’ duty of

disclosure. 3737 Moreover, this approach would assume that an arbitrator can be aware of all of the

activities and relationships of all of the persons or entities with which the arbitrator has some form of

relationship. While the arbitrator would surely be able to identify any dedicated funding firms
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engaged in typical funding activities with which the arbitrator has a relationship that could warrant

disclosure, the arbitrator would not necessarily know whether other persons and entities that are not

litigation funders with which he has a relationship are also engaged in funding. Thus, any such

approach would likely be unreliable.

In summary, where it has been accepted that the identity of the funder should be disclosed, the

most feasible and effective way to provide for this disclosure in most cases will be by requiring that

the funded party disclose the identity of the funder, either at the outset of the arbitration proceeding

or upon the formation of the funding relationship, if this should occur at a later stage of the

proceeding.

D. Decisional Practice Related to the Disclosure of TPFD. Decisional Practice Related to the Disclosure of TPF

As discussed above, it would appear that there is increasing support for the proposition that the

presence of funding and identity of any funder should be disclosed in order to protect the integrity of

the arbitral tribunal, and for reasons of transparency.

However, the question of whether the terms of any funding agreement should also be disclosed is

subject to greater controversy. The terms of any funding arrangement may be considered

confidential and commercially sensitive. Four recent investment treaty arbitration decisions arising

from common, claimant-side funding scenarios, provide interesting case studies showing how

recurring issues related to the disclosure of TPF, including in one case, the terms of TPF, may be

resolved. These decisions offer an opportunity to consider how an incremental approach to disclosure

can be implemented. A fifth case is included in this discussion because it presents a relatively

unusual, but not implausible, scenario that may call for the disclosure of funding provided to

respondent States.

1. Muhammet Çap v. Turkmenistan1. Muhammet Çap v. Turkmenistan

I n Muhammet Çap v. Turkmenistan, 3838 the tribunal rendered two decisions on Turkmenistan’s

requests for disclosure in relation to TPF, only one of which is fully available. 3939

In the published decision, 4040 the arbitral tribunal, after confirming its power to order disclosure and

ordering the disclosure of the identity of the funder for reasons of transparency and to preserve the

integrity of the arbitral tribunal, 4141 ordered the claimant to disclose the nature of the funding

agreement, including “whether and to what extent [the funder] will share in any success that
Claimants may achieve in this arbitration.” 4242

To justify its order in relation to the terms of funding, the arbitral tribunal first referred to

Turkmenistan’s statement that it intended to apply for security for costs. 4343 The arbitral tribunal then

noted, as “additional factors”, that claimant had not denied that it was the recipient of TPF or that, in

another ICSID arbitration involving Turkmenistan (Kılıç �n�aat �thalat �hracat Sanayi ve Ticaret
Anonim �irketi v. Turkmenistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/10/1), a costs order issued by an arbitral tribunal

had not been paid, even though the claimant had started annulment proceedings. 4444 Finally, the

arbitral tribunal stated that it was “sympathetic” to Turkmenistan’s concern that if it should receive a

costs award in its favor, “Claimants will be unable to meet these costs and the third-party funder will
have disappeared as it is not a party to this arbitration.” 4545

While it is entirely possible that the arbitral tribunal had greater insight into the nature of the

claimant’s position than the public record reveals, it is not entirely clear why the arbitral tribunal

ordered disclosure regarding the terms of the funding relationship at issue. The respondent appears

merely to have announced an intention to file for security for costs, where disclosure of the terms of

funding might become relevant. However, no such application appears to have been filed at the time

of the arbitral tribunal’s order. Indeed, the arbitral tribunal noted explicitly that the basis on which

the respondent would be making an application for security was “unclear”. 4646

Under an incremental approach, the party seeking disclosure of the terms of funding would first be

required to establish such predicates, explaining why the disclosure of funding terms would be
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relevant in light thereof. For example, if the applicant party were able to make a showing that the

claimant is impecunious, the presence of TPF could be considered relevant. On the other hand, if the

party receiving funding were not shown to be incapable of meeting an order of costs, the terms of

any TPF would likely be considered irrelevant. Under an incremental approach to disclosure, which

would seek to balance the funded party’s interest in or obligations of confidentiality (as well as the

confidentiality interest of the funder), such issues would be briefed prior to the issuance of any order

of disclosure regarding the terms of funding.

Ultimately, the nature of the disclosure ordered by the arbitral tribunal in relation to the terms of

funding was rather limited. Specifically, the arbitral tribunal ordered only the disclosure of the

“nature of the arrangements… including whether and to what extent [the funders] will share in any
successes,” which would not appear to require the disclosure of the funding documents, but would

allow for a higher-level description of the basic structure and economics of the funding.

2. Eurogas v. Slovak Republic2. Eurogas v. Slovak Republic

A few months prior the decision in the above case, another ICSID tribunal issued an oral order for

disclosure during a hearing. When discussing applications for provisional measures and for security

for costs filed by the parties, the issue of disclosure of the identity of claimant’s funder was debated.

Respondent also requested that claimants enter into a confidentiality agreement in order to prevent

claimants from sharing confidential information with the third-party funder, which claimants

refused. 4747

In an oral order, the chairman of the tribunal ordered claimants to disclose the identity of their

funder and held that the funder be subject to the “normal obligations of confidentiality.” 4848

This case confirms that the disclosure of the identity of the funders is likely to be perceived by

arbitrators as necessary to ensure transparency. The tribunal’s decision not to subject the funded

party or the funder to a special obligation of confidentiality is also noteworthy.4949 Indeed, the mere

presence of a third party funder does not seem to require a special stipulation or a special order to

protect confidentiality, as none is normally requested with respect to the other third parties that, in

various capacities, may participate in an arbitration.

3. Guaracachi v. Bolivia3. Guaracachi v. Bolivia

In Guaracachi v. Bolivia, 5050 Bolivia requested the disclosure of information related to TPF in connection

with an application for security for costs and in the interest of avoiding any risk of conflicts of interest.

In particular, Bolivia requested that the arbitral tribunal order claimants to produce the funding

agreement and the related documentation. 5151 While Bolivia’s application for security for costs was

pending, Bolivia appears to have learned of the identity of the funder supporting the claimant. Thus,

the first application for disclosure became moot.

The tribunal dismissed Bolivia’s request for disclosure of the funding agreement. The tribunal held

that, since Bolivia had already learned the identity of the third party funder, it would be sufficient for

the arbitral tribunal to determine whether it had any conflict of interest to disclose, which the

arbitral tribunal confirmed was not the case. The arbitral tribunal declined to order the disclosure of

the funding agreement on the grounds that the applicant had failed to identify on what basis this

document could be relevant to the issue of conflicts. 5252 In addition, the arbitral tribunal noted that

Articles 11 to 13 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules governing conflicts of interest did not refer to the

disclosure of documents, but rather required disclosure by the arbitrators of any circumstance that

could create a conflict of interest. 5353

While declining to order disclosure related to the terms of funding, the arbitral tribunal did note that

since claimants had not produced the funding agreement, or denied that the funder had no

obligation to pay a costs award, the arbitral tribunal would reserve its right to draw “such inferences
as it deems appropriate” from these facts in deciding Bolivia’s application for security for costs. 5454

Accordingly, the arbitral tribunal appears to have struck an artful compromise between claimant’s

confidentiality interest in not disclosing the funding documentation, and respondent’s interest in
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ascertaining the terms of funding that might be relevant to its pending application for security for

costs.

Subsequently, the arbitral tribunal rejected Bolivia’s request for security for costs. Noting that security

for costs is an exceptional measure rarely granted in investment treaty arbitration, the arbitral

tribunal held that nothing in the record justified such an exceptional measure or suggested that

claimants would have been unable to satisfy a costs award. 5555 In particular, the tribunal stated that it

cannot be inferred “from the mere existence of third party funding that the Claimants will not be
able to pay an eventual award of costs rendered against them, regardless of whether the funder is
liable for costs or not.” 5656

4. South American Silver v. Bolivia4. South American Silver v. Bolivia

In South American Silver v. Bolivia, 5757 respondent requested that claimant disclose the identity of its

funder, and produce the funding agreement along with related documents, in order (a) to allow the

arbitrators to confirm the absence of any conflict of interest, (b) to identify the real party in interest in

the arbitration, and (c) to ascertain whether the litigation funder would be required to satisfy any

adverse costs award. Bolivia also filed a request for security for costs on the ground that claimant

lacked sufficient resources to meet a future costs award, citing the fact that claimant sought

external funding from a third party funder whose liability for any future costs award was uncertain. 5858

While offering to reveal the name of the funder, claimant refused to disclose the terms of the funding

agreement, and dismissed Bolivia’s request as a “fishing expedition,” arguing that the content of the

funding agreement was irrelevant to the issues at stake in the arbitration and that there was no

evidence in the record, nor was it suggested, that a conflict of interest existed or that claimant had

assigned its claim. Claimant also argued that the funding agreement was confidential and

commercially sensitive, such that both claimant and the funder would be prejudiced by its

disclosure (without indicating what kind of prejudice they would suffer). 5959

The arbitral tribunal ordered claimant to reveal the identity of the funder in order to promote

transparency, but decided that the terms of the funding agreement need not to be disclosed. 6060 This

decision followed naturally from the arbitral tribunal’s denial of the respondent’s application for

security for costs, which was based upon the absence of “exceptional circumstances” that could

justify an award of security. 6161 Absent such circumstances, the arbitral tribunal considered the

question of whether the funder had assumed liability for any eventual costs award to be irrelevant. 6262

The approach taken by the arbitral tribunal in South American Silver v. Bolivia can only be praised.

Here, the arbitral tribunal recognized the inherent danger of conflicts of interest associated with the

failure to disclose the source of TPF, while refraining from ordering further disclosure regarding the

terms of funding absent proof that such disclosure was needed as part of the analysis of whether to

award security.

5. RSM Production Corporation v. Grenada5. RSM Production Corporation v. Grenada

A claim brought by RSM Production Corporation against Grenada seven years ago involved an alleged

respondent-side funding scenario. 6363 In that case, the investor requested disclosure of the terms of

the funding that the host State allegedly was receiving, not from a litigation funder, but from the

investor’s competitor, on the theory that the competitor had bribed a State official to steal the

claimant’s investment. According to the claimant, the alleged funding by the competitor of the host

State’s defense was part of the relevant alleged corruption scheme. 6464 The relevant request for

disclosure was first filed by the claimant during the annulment proceeding. 6565

Predictably, the Ad Hoc Committee dismissed claimant’s application on the ground that it lacked the

power to inquire into the corruption claim. 6666 This issue resurfaced during the annulment proceeding

when Grenada requested that the Ad Hoc Committee discontinue the annulment proceeding due to

claimant’s failure to pay the advance on costs as required by the ICSID Administrative and Financial

Rules, and to award the respondent its full arbitration costs. 6767 The Ad Hoc Committee rejected once

again claimant’s disclosure request on the ground that the involvement of a third party funder in the
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proceeding was not a factor to be considered in the apportionment of costs, discontinued the

annulment proceeding and ordered claimant to pay Grenada’s arbitration costs. 6868

The Ad Hoc Committee’s decision to dismiss claimant’s application is unsurprising given the Ad Hoc

Committee’s lack of power of inquiry into the facts of the case or to reconsider the merits of the

tribunal’s decision, and the absence of any substantiated basis for claimant’s accusations. 6969

However, the scenario in which a successful foreign investor falls prey to the interests of powerful

local actors with strong political connections, which secure the cooperation of the host State in

misappropriating the investment, is one that is not inherently implausible. 7070 Where such an investor

files an investment treaty claim, the fact that third parties have agreed to indemnify the host State for

its costs of defending the claim may be relevant to the claimant’s allegations of concerted

misconduct. In these circumstances, disclosure regarding the terms of any funding may not be

inappropriate.

ConclusionsConclusions

The discussion above has, it is hoped, illustrated the importance of taking a measured and case-

specific approach to matters of disclosure related to TPF. While important policies and principles are

at stake in this setting, some of which are increasingly taking on political overtones, disclosure should

remain true to its purpose and function in international arbitration.

In particular, parties should be expected to support their positions with evidence, rather than relying

upon the arbitral tribunal to generate material supporting desired claims, defenses or procedural

applications. Only where a showing of relevance and materiality can be made out, or an institutional

or systemic need for disclosure is established (as is arguably the case in relation to the disclosure of

the identity of funders, which touches such needs), will disclosure be warranted. Finally, where

disclosure is deemed to be appropriate, arbitral tribunals should strive to limit disclosure to

information that is specifically relevant to the need justifying the issuance of any disclosure order.
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